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We consider the effects of strong gravitational lensing by galaxy-scale deflectors on the observations
of high-energy (E�GeV) neutrinos (HEN). For HEN at cosmological distances, the optical depth
for multiple imaging is ∼ 10−3, implying that while we do not expect any multiply imaged HEN
with present samples, next-generation experiments should be able to detect the first such event. We
then present the distribution of expected time delays to aid in the identification of such events, in
combination with directional and energy information. In order to assist in the evaluation of HEN
production mechanisms, we illustrate how lensing affects the observed number counts for a variety
of intrinsic luminosity functions of the source population. Finally, we see that the lensing effects on
the cosmic neutrino background flux calculation would be negligible by taking kpc-scale jets as an
example.

I. INTRODUCTION13

The IceCube Neutrino Observatory [1] has been14

successful in detecting extraterrestrial high-energy15

(E&TeV) neutrinos (HEN) over the past decade [2].16

In general, the all-sky distribution of HEN is consistent17

with isotropy [3]. There have been efforts to pinpoint18

the sources of these neutrinos; a potential population19

is blazars, which are expected to create HEN during20

gamma-ray flares [4]. An outstanding example of this21

is TXS 0506+056, a blazar that was linked to the neu-22

trino event IceCube-170922A during its flaring period [5].23

However, efforts to associate the two individual events are24

still ongoing [6–8]. In addition, there is some controversy25

to whether the neutrinos are correlated with potential26

sources in general [9, 10]. It is also possible that some of27

the neutrinos observed by IceCube are produced by cos-28

mic rays accelerated in jets and interacting with photon29

backgrounds along the line of sight [11–14]. Thus, the30

origin of extraterrestrial neutrinos remains unclear.31

One reason for this uncertainty is the lack of multiplet32

event detections. The angular resolution of state-of-the-33

art neutrino telescopes is too large (∼ 1 deg), which en-34

cumbers the determination of the neutrino sources. Mul-35

tiple detections from the same source will allow us to36

better constrain the source position. Unfortunately, with37

the sensitivity of current or future neutrino telescopes,38

multiplets are not expected to be frequently detected,39

especially for sources at high redshifts (z > 2) [15].40

Gravitational lensing occurs when spacetime becomes41

warped around a massive object, and light traveling42
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through this spacetime follows suit. When the source and43

the deflector are aligned well enough, the resulting images44

are significantly distorted and multiple images may man-45

ifest; this phenomenon is called strong gravitational lens-46

ing. Neutrinos are capable of being lensed if the particle47

speed is relativistic, which allows them to be regarded as48

photons.49

Strong lensing of distant HEN is a possible explana-50

tion for the issues discussed above. Assuming that HEN51

originate from sources at cosmological distances, if the52

lensed HEN population dominates over HEN from nearby53

sources, this can solve both the isotropy enigma and the54

non-correlation with other object types, such as active55

galactic nuclei, simultaneously. On sub-arcminute scales,56

lensed neutrinos will increase the number of detections57

for certain regions, degrading isotropy. However, the58

opposite is true for larger scales: distant sources will59

more or less be isotropic compared to nearby sources,60

so if the distant neutrinos are boosted by strong lens-61

ing, the fraction of neutrinos originating from sources of62

an isotropic distribution will increase, which in turn en-63

hances isotropy. In addition, lensed HEN allows the de-64

tection of multiple neutrinos from the same source, which65

will assist in constraining the source position and deter-66

mine the source population of HEN. Unfortunately this is67

unlikely to be the sole explanation, due to the low strong68

lensing probability, as we will show below.69

There have been previous studies discussing strong70

lensing of neutrinos. [16] discuss the possibility of ob-71

serving lensed neutrinos that pass through the deflector72

due to their lack of interactions with matter, but since73

the central image is usually demagnified, the odds of ob-74

serving such a phenomenon are unrealistic. The prospect75

of using interferometry for lensed neutrinos due to the76
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different paths is demonstrated in [17], but this is also77

strictly theoretical at this time. [18] consider neutrinos78

emitted by supernovae that are lensed by objects within79

the Milky Way, but due to their low masses and conse-80

quently small Einstein radii, expectations are tenuous at81

best. [19] examine strong lensing of neutrinos in gen-82

eral, while focusing on the deviation from geodesics due83

to the non-zero neutrino mass. [20] examine the effect84

of magnifications to better constrain the luminosities of85

several lensed flat-spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs).86

The aim of this paper is to investigate how strong lens-87

ing by galaxy deflectors affects observed HEN, and dis-88

cuss the prospect of detecting lensed HEN. We describe89

the methodology for calculating lensing effects in Section90

II, and demonstrate the effects on the observed source91

luminosity functions in Section III. We present our con-92

clusions in Section IV. The standard ΛCDM cosmologi-93

cal model with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and94

ΩΛ = 0.7 is used throughout this paper.95

II. LENSED HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRINOS96

For the lensing analyses in this paper, we can treat97

HEN as photons. The upper limit for the neutrino mass98

is about 0.1 eV, so neutrinos with 1 GeV energy have ve-99

locities of β =
√

1− γ−2 > 1−10−20, and their deviation100

from paths taken by photons is ∆θ/θEin = 1/2γ2 < 10−20
101

[21] (note that ∆θ is defined differently from the refer-102

ence), so the angle difference is insignificant. The pre-103

sumed energy of 1 GeV is much smaller than the energy104

regime that is probed in this work, so the path taken by105

HEN do not deviate from geodesics to the order of less106

than 10−20, and thus our approximation of HEN taking107

photon-like paths is justified.108

A. Deflector population109

Galaxies are the predominant deflector population for110

extragalactic sources. We adopt the formulation for111

the redshift-dependent galaxy velocity dispersion func-112

tion (VDF) introduced by [22], which is summarized113

here. The local galaxy VDF measured by observing SDSS114

galaxies [23] takes the form of a modified Schechter func-115

tion as follows:116

Φσ(σ, z = 0) dσ =Φ∗σ

( σ
σ∗

)ασ
exp

[
−
( σ
σ∗

)βσ]
× βσ

Γ(ασ/βσ)

dσ

σ

(1)117

where σ is the velocity dispersion, Φ∗σ = 8.0 ×118

10−3 h3 Mpc−3 with h ≡ H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) = 0.7,119

σ∗ = 161 km s−1, ασ = 2.32, βσ = 2.67, and Γ is the120

gamma function. Previous studies [24] have used this121

constant galaxy VDF with respect to redshift because it122

does not appear to evolve up to z ∼ 1, where a signif-123

icant portion of the deflector population lies. However,124

we intend to investigate the lensing effects for sources po-125

tentially at high redshift, so such an evolution is required126

for an accurate analysis.127

We start with the stellar mass function from [25], which128

is a Schechter function in the following form:129

ΦM (M)dM = Φ∗M

( M
M∗

)1+αM
exp

[
−
( M
M∗

)]dM

M
, (2)130

where M is the stellar mass, Φ∗M is the normalization,131

M∗ = 1011.06M� is the characteristic stellar mass, and132

αM = −0.54 is the low-mass-end slope. As is shown by133

[22], the evolution of the three parameters can be linearly134

parameterized with sufficient approximation. Nonethe-135

less, the evolution for M∗ is ignored since its effect136

on the resulting LF is negligible, and likewise for αM137

because the low-mass end is mostly irrelevant to lens-138

ing arguments, so only a linear evolution of Φ∗M (z) =139

3.75× 10−3 × (1 + z)−2.46 Mpc−3 is applied.140

It is well known that M and σ follow a linear corre-141

lation in the form of log(σ/km s−1) = p[log(M/M�) −142

11]+q with p = 0.24 and q = 2.32 [e.g., 26], so M ∝ σ1/p.143

However, at higher redshifts, massive galaxies have larger144

velocity dispersions when compared to their local coun-145

terparts at fixed stellar mass , and we can model the146

evolution as σ = σ0 (1 + z)kσ , where σ0 is the velocity147

dispersion expected from the M −σ correlation at z ∼ 0,148

and kσ = 0.20 is the strength of the evolution from [22].149

Therefore we can expect an evolution of the M − σ cor-150

relation as M ∝ [σ/(1 + z)kσ ]1/p, and the evolving VDF151

becomes152

Φσ(σ, z) dσ = Φ∗M (z)
( σ

σ∗0 (1 + z)kσ

)(1+αM )/p

× exp
[
−
( σ

σ∗0 (1 + z)kσ

)1/p] 1

p

dσ

σ
,

(3)153

where σ∗0 = 216 km s−1 is the conversion from M∗ using154

the local M − σ correlation.155

The evolving VDF is shown in Figure 1, along with156

the local VDF. The VDF continuously shifts towards157

larger velocity dispersions following the evolution of the158

M −σ correlation, but simultaneously the normalization159

decreases due to the evolution of Φ∗M . The local VDF160

lies somewhere between the VDFs for z = 0 and 1, as161

expected.162

B. Optical depth163

The optical depth (τ) can be roughly interpreted as the164

probability of a source at redshift zs to be multiply im-165

aged, which is equivalent to the probability of a light ray166

passing through the lensing cross-section of any deflector.167

In equation form, this is168

τ(zs) =

∫ zs

0

dzd
dV

dΩ dzd

dN

dV
Ω (4)169
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where zd is the deflector redshift, V is the comoving vol-170

ume, N is the number of deflectors, and Ω = πθ2
Ein is the171

solid angle corresponding to the cross-section for strong172

lensing by a singular isothermal spherical mass distribu-173

tion, with θEin being the Einstein radius. From [27], the174

comoving volume is expressed as175

dV (z) =
c

H0

(1 + z)2 d2
A

E(z)
dΩ dz (5)176

where dA is the angular diameter distance, and E(z) =177

[ΩM (1+z)3 +ΩΛ]1/2 is the dimensionless Hubble param-178

eter. Rearranging for the deflector VDF Φσ = dN/dV dσ,179

the optical depth becomes180

τ(zs) =

∫ zs

0

dzd

∫
dσ Φσ(σ, zd)

c

H0

(1 + zd)2 d2
od

E(zd)

× πθ2
Ein(σ, zd, zs)

(6)181

where Φ(σ, zd) is the galaxy VDF at zd, dod is the angular182

diameter distance from the observer to the deflector, and183

θEin(σ, zd, zs) is the Einstein radius for a deflector with184

velocity dispersion σ at zd and source at zs.185

Figure 2 shows the redshift dependence of the optical186

depth for several evolution scenarios. The first scenario187

assumes no evolution of the local VDF from [23]. The188

second one employs the VDF evolution shown in Sec.189

II A, and the final model follows the evolution only up190

to z = 4, which is the redshift range probed by [25].191

We can see that the optical depths are similar for all192

three scenarios. Delving into details, compared to the193

no-evolution scenario, the evolution models have larger τ194

at lower redshifts and smaller τ at higher redshifts, with195

the transition occurring around z ' 5. Also, the latter196

two scenarios yield almost identical results beyond z = 4;197

this is because the number density of galaxies at z & 4198

is insignificant to strong lensing compared to those at199

lower redshifts, and thus verifies that galaxies at lower200

redshifts are the dominant deflector population for even201

the most distant sources. We use the second scenario202

(full evolution) for future discussions.203

C. Time delay distributions204

Time delays between multiple lensed images are crucial205

information for determining whether a source is strong206

lensed. The time delay of a system depends on the source207

redshift as ∆τ ∝ dos/dds, where dos and dds are the an-208

gular diameter distances from the observer/deflector to209

the source, respectively [28]. As long as the source is not210

too close to the deflector, this ratio does not vary signif-211

icantly. Therefore, we assume that time delays of lensed212

neutrinos are comparable to those of other sources with213

the same deflector population, and resort to exploiting214

time delay distributions from simulations and observa-215

tions of galaxy-scale lenses in the literature.216

The time delays shown in Figure 8 of [29] are for simu-217

lated lensed quasars and supernovae. They use the SDSS218

VDF from [23], so the deflector population is very similar219

to the one used in this work. For two-image systems, time220

delays range from day to year scales; for quads, the delay221

between the first and last images are of the same scale,222

although shorter time scales are expected for the images223

in between. About 70% of the systems display time de-224

lays between 10 and 120 days [30]. Another mock catalog225

of lensed quasars [31] also presents a similar distribution.226

[32] have predicted time delays for 30 observed quad227

quasars using lens modeling. Their Table 8 shows that228

19/30 = 63.3% of the systems are expected to have time229

delays between 10 and 120 days, and this fraction be-230

comes 11/16 = 68.8% if we only consider systems with231

confirmed deflector redshifts. Based on this agreement232

between the time delay distributions of simulations and233

observations, we conclude that lensed neutrinos will ex-234

hibit time delays of day to year scales, with most of them235

lying between 10 and 120 days.236

D. Future detection of lensed neutrinos237

As is seen from Figure 2, the optical depth of galaxies238

for sources at z ∼ 1–3 is τ(zs = 2) ∼ 10−3, and that for239

more distant sources increases to the order of 3×10−3,240

indicating that roughly one in 300–1000 HEN should be241

lensed. Considering that the number of currently de-242

tected HEN is ∼ 100 [33], it is unlikely that lensed neu-243

trinos with these energies would have been detected with244

current instrumentation.245

The next-generation detectors, IceCube-Gen2 [34] and246

KM3NeT [35], are expected to increase the number of247

neutrinos by an order of magnitude. Thus, it is natural248

to postulate the detection of at least one lensed neutrino249

in the near future, and contemplate what such a detec-250

tion may look like. Since lensing does not alter the neu-251

trino energy and only bends the particle path slightly,252

two or more detections at the same neutrino energy and253

almost identical direction in the sky with time delays of254

days to years will be a strong candidate for a lensed neu-255

trino. However, the expected angular resolution is still256

at the (sub-)degree level [3], which is much larger than257

arcsecond-scale Einstein radii, so it will be impossible to258

resolve the multiple images. Therefore, confirmation of259

its lensed nature will have to rely on spatial and energy260

coincidence and a small delay in arrival time.261

We note that multiplet events originating from a sin-262

gle source may act as contaminants. Sources such as263

core-collapse SNe and tidal disruption events may emit264

several neutrinos within time scales comparable to the265

day-to-year time delays discussed above [15]. Thus, the266

rejection of these contaminants will depend on the energy267

resolution of the experiments; if the difference in ener-268

gies of multiple neutrinos is larger than the instrumental269

resolution, then lensing can be excluded.270

When predicting the number of observed neutrinos, it271

is important to consider the detection efficiency of neu-272

trino detectors, i.e., the fraction of neutrinos entering the273
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detector that are perceived by it. We can estimate this274

by comparing the number of HEN emitted by sources275

to those detected by IceCube, using simple order-of-276

magnitude calculations. The number of HEN emitted277

by a blazar flare can be approximated by fν × A × ∆t,278

where fν is the neutrino number-flux, A is the effective279

area of the detector, and ∆t is the duration of the blazar280

flare. According to [36], based on a sample of bright281

blazars, the typical blazar flare is observed with IceCube282

with an effective area of 106 cm2 and has a duration of283

106 s. So for the blazar flare to emit at least one neu-284

trino, the threshold neutrino number-flux is 10−12 neu-285

trinos cm−2 s−1, which corresponds to a neutrino flux286

of 2×10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 for PeV-scale neutrinos. With287

an optimistic assumption that the PeV neutrino flux is288

similar to the GeV gamma-ray flux, the threshold event289

rate is 10−7 events cm−2 s−1 at 10 GeV. The number of290

flares satisfying this criterion is of the order of 100 [37],291

which is equivalent to the number of neutrinos detected292

by IceCube; this implies that the detection efficiency is293

approximately 1.294

It is possible to expand this argument to IceCube-295

Gen2, which is expected to have an increase of the ef-296

fective area by a factor of 10 [38], so the threshold event297

rate for 10 GeV should be lowered by the same factor298

to 10−8 events cm−2 s−1. Nearly all of the 1994 flares299

in [37] are above this flux, so our previous assumption of300

the number of neutrinos to be increased by a factor of301

10 is valid, and we expect several lensed neutrinos to be302

found with detectors in the next generation.303

A potential candidate of lensed neutrinos worthy of304

note is PKS 1830-211, which is a lensed FSRQ [39–41]305

with one of the highest neutrino fluxes across the sky [4].306

HEN from this source will be detectable with KM3Net307

or IceCube and its upgrade.308

III. OBSERVED SOURCE LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONS309

In this section, we discuss the effects of strong lensing310

on the observed source luminosity functions.311

A. Magnification bias and its effects on the observed LF312

As discussed in Section II B, the optical depth is equiv-313

alent to the probability of a source to be strongly lensed.314

However, lensing affects number counts (e.g., LFs) in a315

more complicated mechanism; the luminosity and solid316

angle of the source are both boosted also. These two317

effects indicate that for a single value of the magnifica-318

tion µ, the purely lensed portion of a source LF can be319

expressed as320

Φlensed ∝
N(L)

Ω
=
τN0(L/µ)

µΩ0
∝ τ

µ
Φ0

(L
µ

)
(7)321

where L is the source luminosity and Φ0 is the intrinsic322

source LF. Thus, the observed total LF is the sum of the323

unlensed and purely lensed portions of the source LF, or324

Φobs = (1− τ) Φ0(L) +
τ

µ
Φ0

(L
µ

)
. (8)325

In reality, µ depends on the angular position of the326

source from the deflector, so the latter term is modified327

to take the probability distribution of µ, or p(µ), into ac-328

count. Finally, a demagnification µdemag = (1−µτ)/(1−329

τ) is introduced, with µ being the mean magnification330

for the multiply-imaged region, so that the mean mag-331

nification of the full sky is unity, and the observed LF332

becomes333

Φobs = (1−τ)
1

µdemag
Φ0

( L

µdemag

)
+τ

∫
dp

µ
Φ0

(L
µ

)
. (9)334

For singular isothermal spherical deflectors, when consid-335

ering only the brighter image, dp(µ)/dµ = 2/(µ− 1)3, so336

µ =
∫∞

2
µ dp = 3 and µdemag = (1− 3τ)/(1− τ).337

B. Observed LFs for several models338

In Figure 3, we plot the observed LFs for zs = 20339

while varying two parameters; the optical depth and the340

bright-end slope of the LF. First, we can see that in-341

creasing the optical depth generates a larger boost to the342

bright end of the LF. This is as expected, since more343

deflectors will enhance the lensing probability, and thus344

create a more significant effect. Unfortunately, the opti-345

cal depth at zs = 20 for the galaxy deflector population346

from Section II A (τorig) does not augment the LF sub-347

stantially, and as was seen in Figure 2, the optical depth348

continuously increases with redshift, indicating that for349

nearer, more realistic sources, the effect is even smaller.350

In addition, different evolution scenarios do not increase351

the optical depth by more than factors of several.352

Second, steeper LFs are more susceptible to lensing,353

and a Schechter function is affected the most. The bright-354

end slope of the LF is critical in determining whether355

strong lensing boosts the LF, in that it needs to be356

steeper than −2 for the boost to occur [42]. This is357

demonstrated in Figure 3; the LFs with bright-end slopes358

of −1.5 and −2 exhibit no visible change due to lensing,359

while for steeper slopes the effects of lensing begin to take360

place. We emphasize that the results shown in this sec-361

tion are applicable not just to neutrinos, but all types of362

sources of relativistic particles or photons.363

C. kpc-scale jets as neutrino sources364

In this section, we focus on a specific population for365

neutrino generation, namely kpc-scale jets, and discuss366

the possibility of these being neutrino sources.367

As discussed in Section I, the identity of HEN sources368

is ambiguous. They are likely to be located at large dis-369

tances to explain the isotropic distribution, so potential370
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populations of HEN sources include quasars and GRBs371

[see 43, 44, for reviews].372

Recent observations suggest that high-energy (i.e.,373

TeV) γ-rays are emitted from the kpc-scale jets of blazars374

[45]. This discovery indicates the existence of high-energy375

cosmic rays in the kpc-scale jets. The interaction of par-376

ticles from relativistic jets and the interstellar medium is377

a conceivable mechanism of neutrino generation. Thus,378

we can postulate that pp interactions caused by the colli-379

sion of jet protons with interstellar gas particles generate380

neutrinos, and this is a potential source population of381

distant HEN.382

1. Source population383

The sources of interest are neutrinos, so we need the384

intrinsic (i.e., unlensed) neutrino LF (νLF) as a function385

of redshift. Unfortunately the number density of neutrino386

sources is not well understood. Therefore we illustrate387

our lensing formalism by making a series of assumptions388

to estimate the νLF. We stress that our purpose is to389

elucidate the formalism, not identify the source of HENs.390

As an example, we consider protons from AGN jets391

colliding with ambient gas particles as the major source392

of neutrinos. So the neutrino luminosity can be obtained393

from the jet power, which in turn can be deduced from394

the radio luminosity.395

Thus, we begin with the AGN radio LF at 325 MHz,396

which is provided by the Galaxy and Mass Assembly397

(GAMA) survey [46] as a double power-law function in398

the form of399

Φr1(Lr1 , z = 0) dLr1 =
Φ∗r1

(L∗r1/Lr1)αr + (L∗r1/Lr1)βr
dLr1 ,

(10)400

where Lr1 is the 325 MHz luminosity, L∗r1 is the break401

luminosity, Φ∗r1 is the normalization at the break, and αr402

and βr are the bright-end and faint-end slopes, respec-403

tively. Two evolutionary scenarios, the pure luminosity404

and pure density evolutions, were considered; the former405

postulates that galaxies have undergone a constant de-406

crease in their luminosities without changing their num-407

ber densities (e.g., mergers), whereas the latter presumes408

a continuous decrease in their number densities with no409

change in the break luminosity. For the PLE scenario,410

the LF evolution is parameterized as411

Φr1(Lr1 , z) = Φr1(Lr1/(1 + z)kr , z = 0), (11)412

whereas the parameterization for the PDE case is413

Φr1(Lr1 , z) = Φr1(Lr1 , z = 0) (1 + z)kr , (12)414

with kr representing the evolution strength. The redshift-415

dependent functional forms for both scenarios are shown416

in Table I. Although this LF evolution is derived only417

for radio AGNs at z < 0.5, we extrapolate this to higher418

redshifts for lack of better data.419

Next we translate the 325 MHz luminosity to the neu-420

trino luminosity (Lν) using several relations. First, as-421

suming a radio spectral index of αf = 0.8, Lf ∝ f−αf ,422

so Lr2 = 1.7Lr1 , where Lr2 is the radio luminosity at 151423

MHz.424

The second relation is an empirical one between the425

151 MHz luminosity and time-averaged jet power [47, 48]426

expressed as427

Pjet = 9.5×1046
( f

10

)3/2( Lr2

4π × 1028 W Hz−1

)6/7

erg s−1,

(13)428

where f is a factor accounting for various errors in the429

modeling procedure, and assumed to be 10 in this work.430

The final equation is the combined result of several431

assumptions. We assume that roughly 10% of the jet432

power consists of protons, and the neutrino efficiency,433

fpp, is calculated as434

fpp =
tdyn

tpp
=

ljet/c

1/(ngas σpp κ c)
= κ σpp ngas ljet (14)435

where κ is the inelasticity, which is the efficiency of pion436

production for pp interactions (i.e., the fraction of kinetic437

energy transferred to the pion), σpp is the cross-section438

for pp interactions, ngas is the gas density of the inter-439

stellar medium, and ljet is the distance from the AGN to440

the end of the jet, which is the distance traveled by the441

protons [49]. Assuming typical values of κ = 0.17 (for442

a single neutrino flavor), σpp ≈ 30 mb, ngas ≈ 1 cm−3,443

and ljet ≈ 1 kpc, fpp ≈ 5× 10−5, so the luminosity for all444

three flavors is445

Lν = 0.1fppPjet ≈ 5×1041
( Lr2

4π × 1028 W Hz−1

)6/7

erg s−1.

(15)446

The conclusive translation between Lr1 and Lν be-447

comes448

Lν = 5× 1041
( 0.13 Lr1

1028 W Hz−1

)6/7

erg s−1, (16)449

so using this relation, we can convert the 325 MHz LF450

to the νLF. Note that due to the power dependence,451

the slopes of the νLF should be 7/6-ths of the radio LF452

slopes, so the bright-end slope of the νLF is about −3.6453

in this case.454

2. Observed νLF455

Figure 4 shows the observed νLF for the PDE sce-456

nario of the radio LF described in Section III C 1. We457

can see that the effects of strong lensing on the νLF ex-458

ists, because the bright-end slope is steeper than −2, but459

the differences between the intrinsic and observed νLFs460

are virtually indistinguishable. This result is compatible461

with what is expected from Section III; the slope cor-462

responds to the blue lines in Figure 3, but the sources463

are located at redshifts much less than zs = 20, so their464
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optical depths are smaller than τorig, and effects on the465

LF are minimal. A steeper slope of the bright-end of466

the intrinsic LF and/or a more distant source popula-467

tion is required for a prominent boost to the observed468

LF. The PLE model is expected to show near-identical469

results, since the bright-end slopes are similar.470

An issue for consideration is that the bright-end slope471

of the radio LF is quite uncertain; many radio LFs in the472

literature usually have bright-end slopes between −1 and473

−2, which translates to bright-end slopes for the intrinsic474

νLF between−1.17 and−2.33. This is shallower than the475

bright-end slope used here, so even when using these al-476

ternative radio LFs, the results will be minimally affected477

by strong lensing, not only since the slopes are shallower478

than what is used in the previous section, but also be-479

cause they are shallower than or marginally steeper than480

the threshold of −2.481

Thus, we conclude that lensing effects on the observed482

LF are negligible for the model taken as an example.483

IV. CONCLUSION484

In this paper, we discuss how the detection of extra-485

galactic high energy neutrinos are affected by strong lens-486

ing. First, we show that the optical depth of galaxies487

as a function of redshift is roughly consistent over sev-488

eral evolution scenarios, and that τ(zs ≈ 2) ∼ 10−3 and489

τ(zs & 10) ∼ 3 × 10−3. Based on these calculations,490

we predict that at least one lensed neutrino will be dis-491

covered in the near future, and suggest several means492

of identifying them, such as their expected time delays,493

along with coincidence in energy and position in the sky.494

In addition, we examine how source LFs are altered495

due to strong lensing effects, and illustrate visually that496

bright-end slopes steeper than −2 are required for the497

LFs to be boosted by lensing, and that LFs with steeper498

slopes are augmented more. Finally, kpc-scale jets are499

investigated in detail as an example of potential neutrino500

sources, and we demonstrate that changes to the observed501

νLFs are insignificant.502

To conclude, the detection of lensed neutrinos is at503

hand, and this paper provides some tools and guidance504

on how to identify and confirm them.505
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FIG. 1. VDFs for various redshifts. Red, yellow, green, blue
and violet solid lines correspond to the VDFs at z = 0, 1, 3, 6,
and 10, respectively, following the evolution discussed in Sec-
tion II A. The gray dashed line is for the local VDF from
SDSS [23].
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FIG. 2. Redshift dependence of optical depths for various
scenarios. The green solid line denotes the optical depth for
a non-evolving VDF, and the blue solid and orange dashed
lines correspond to the optical depths for the VDF evolution
described in Section II A applied to the full redshift range and
up to z = 4, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Observed LFs at zs = 20 for various optical
depths and bright-end slopes. LFs with bright-end slopes of
α = −1.5,−2,−2.5,−3.6,−5.0, and a Schechter function are
shown in red, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet, respec-
tively. The curves are shifted in the x-direction for each of the
slopes for clarity, and the choice of Φ∗, L∗ and β are arbitrary.
The intrinsic LFs are shown with thick lines, and the three
observed LFs with different optical depths (with τorig indicat-
ing the optical depth at zs = 20 from Section II B) are shown
with three corresponding lines for each intrinsic LF with in-
creasing transparency.
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FIG. 4. Observed νLFs for the PDE model described in Section III C 1. Dashed lines indicate the intrinsic LFs, while solid
lines represent the observed LFs. Red, yellow, green, blue and violet lines are for LFs at z = 0, 1, 3, 6 and 10, respectively. The
right panel is simply a magnified version.
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TABLE I. Parameters of AGN LF at 325 MHz

Parameter PDE PLE

log10 (L∗
r/W Hz−1) 26.26 25.96

log10 (Φ∗
r/Mpc−3) −6.40 −6.27

αr −3.08 −3.02

βr −0.44 −0.44

kr 0.92 2.13


